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Young Basile Hanlon & McFarlane, P.C. Deploys Omega LegalVX
SCOTTSDALE—February 2, 2010—Young Basile Hanlon & McFarlane, P.C., a prestigious
intellectual property firm with offices in Michigan and California, is deploying Omega LegalVX, the
financial and practice management software system developed by Omega Legal Systems, Inc.
Young Basile selected Omega LegalVX because the innovative legal software suite fully integrates
with their custom-built case management system. The 20-attorney firm specializes in providing a
complete range of intellectual property legal services to clients in technology–intensive industries,
including automotive, life sciences, software and electronics. This requires the firm to maintain and
provide detailed reporting—a function that was greatly lacking in their previous software setup.
“Over the past couple of years it’s become increasingly clear that our legacy system wasn’t meshing
well with our case management system. As a result, our employees had to duplicate processes, pull
manual reports and enter data into multiple platforms. It’s not a productive or profitable way to work,”
said Young Basile’s Managing Director, Karen F. Yancura.
“Omega’s products offered the integration we were looking for and the system’s robust reporting
capabilities, along with Omega’s client service commitment, were icing on the cake,” said Andy
Basile, Jr., Chairman of the Board.
“Like many of our clients, Young Basile needed more than just an off-the-shelf solution,” said Don
Gall, President and Founder of Omega Legal Systems, Inc. “Omega LegalVX was created for firms
who need flexibility in a software solution. Its robust time, billing and accounting system can be
tailored to the firm’s specific requirements, not only to increase front and back office productivity, but
also, and more importantly, firm profitability.”
About Young Basile Hanlon & McFarlane, P.C.:
Young Basile provides intellectual property legal services, including patent and trademark
applications, counseling, litigation, licensing and commercial technology transactions. With offices in
Michigan and California, the firm serves the needs of the clients in diverse industries, including
automotive, software and electronics. Its clients range in size from start-ups to public universities to
Fortune 500 companies. For more information, visit www.youngbasile.com or call 1.248.649.3333.
About Omega Legal Systems, Inc.:
Omega is a privately held Phoenix-based company that provides mid-to-large size law firms an
integrated financial and practice management software suite that sets the standard for return on
investment, system performance and service. Since 1975, Omega has been solving critical business
issues for law firms, improving their profitability, productivity and efficiency. For more information, visit
www.OmegaLegal.com or call 1.800.356.1339.
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